ENEMY OF MY ENEMY
The Freemen flee from their base in the ruins of
Kurchatov, following their skirmishes with the
Combine in the Streets of Ruin campaign. The
Freemen make their way to the warehouses near
the Konechnaya rail station. In search of a place
to hide, they stumble upon the remnants of the
Echo cell that had battled with the Soldiers of
Light during the Blood on the Rails campaign.
The leaders of the Freemen and Echo cell are in
the middle of a tense meeting when alarms
suddenly sound. The Soldiers of Light emerge
from one direction and the Combine from
another. The Freemen and Echo quickly set aside
their differences and form an uneasy alliance,
dedicated to escaping from their attackers.
During the battle, a tank containing radioactive
waste from before the Final War is set on fire.
Suddenly the groups must race against the clock
in order accomplish their goals and safely escape.
Overview: Echo and the Freemen band together,
trying to escape. Meanwhile, the Soldiers of
Light and Combine share a common goal: death
to their adversaries.
Skirmish Points: 15 for Echo and the Freemen,
20 for Combine and SoL.
Starting Areas: Characters must be placed in the
designated areas.

Four Players and Team Play
In this scenario, four factions are effectively
divided into two groups (or “teams”). This
temporary alliance means that characters within
a team are considered allies rather than enemies
for the purposes of determining ability effects.
Gameplay is handled as normal, except each
faction is limited to a maximum of four (rather
than six) characters. All players still choose a
number of action tokens per round equal to the
number of characters they have on the
battleground. Action tokens for all four factions
are placed in the action bag and resolved
normally.
Select and Place Characters: Secretly select the
characters that will be used. The Freemen and
Echo places their characters first.
Note: Starting at the beginning of the third
round, roll a ten-sided die. If the result is 10, the
radioactive tank has blown and the scenario ends
immediately. Add one to the roll for each
successive round. For example, at the beginning
of round five, roll a ten-sided die and add 2 to the
roll. The side with the most victory points is the
winner.

Victory
A team wins by scoring 8 victory points (or by having the most victory points when the tank blows).

Victory Points
• Characters: Award 1 victory point to the Freemen/Echo team for each character defeated. Award
2 victory points to the Combine/SoL team for each character defeated.
• Escape: Award 1 victory point to the Freemen/Echo team for each character that moves off the
edge of the board where SoL or Combine started.

Location: 44ULB2515426523
Warehouses

“They may fight with us, but
they don't fight for us.”
— Freemen Rebel Leader
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Note: This battleground uses tiles from Streets of Ruin, Blood on the Rails, and the Supply
Cache expansion. If you do not have the tiles above, you can replace them with alternates.

SOLITAIRE PLAY / FEWER THAN FOUR PLAYERS
This scenario can be played solitaire or with two or three players using the same rules
modifications as outlined above. Each player chooses a faction to control. Any remaining
factions use the solitaire rules found on page 25 of the For What Remains rulebook. Players
with an AI teammate treat that teammate’s faction as an ally for the purposes of ability effects.
Starting Area: Place AI characters in numbered spaces. The players’ characters begin in the
designated areas of the battleground.
Objective Order:
• Freemen/Echo: Move off either the SoL or Combine side of the board (whichever is
closer).
• Combine/SoL: Assault or Engage the enemy character closest to the faction’s starting
edge of the board.

Solitaire Play
AI Characters
SoL
1. Veteran Dragoon
2. Elite Sentinel
3. Elite Tempest
4. Veteran Dragoon

Echo
9. Veteran Psi-Blade
10. Veteran Pyro
11. Recruit Psion
12. Veteran Nether-tech

Freemen
5. Veteran Sniper
6. Veteran Grenadier
7. Veteran Medic
8. Veteran Rebel Leader

Combine
13. Veteran Vanguard
14. Veteran Hellfire
15. Elite Inferno
16. Veteran Vanguard

